Too Much to Chew?

We are moving boldly to exploit our vast intellectual property, but some might ask if we are trying to do too many things at once. While there are those who propose more and more RPG systems for our Prime Directive line, there are those who ask the embarrassing question Whatever happened to those expansions for SFB? While others want to know how soon the Hydrans and Vudar will be in Federation Commander. More than a few are annoyed that the next new miniature (the lowly APT) is late; others ask about the promised Prime Directive character figures.

Things were stretched beyond design limits when we got hit with a double whammy: Ken Burnside left suddenly to run his own company and Leanna’s mother died (we lost two weeks).

We are taking a hard look at what we need to do, and what we need to do it with. Stay tuned.
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